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ABSTRACT

We introduce AD LOC, a system for mobile users to col-

laboratively tie persistent virtual notes to physical locations

without the need for any servers embedded in the environment

or accessed via the Internet. Instead, all notes are proactively

cached solely on the mobile devices of passing participants

and served up to others in the vicinity via ad hoc wireless

protocols like WiFi. By making use of any of the increasingly

ubiquitous positioning technologies, such as GPS, devices at-

tempt to ensure notes remain cached at the physical locations

they were published. Through simulation we demonstrate AD

LOC’s behaviour under different scenarios and caching strate-

gies. Our results show that despite the unpredictable and in-

constant storage medium, surprisingly few participants are re-

quired for remarkably robust note persistence. Furthermore,

the number of transmissions between devices needed to re-

alise the caching strategies is relatively low and increases lin-

early with the number of participants.

Keywords: Location-aware services, pervasive comput-

ing, physical annotation.

1 INTRODUCTION

People are using mobile devices for an increasingly diverse

collection of activities including gaming, storing and sharing

contact details and schedules, purchasing products from vend-

ing machines, and even social organisation and coordination

[1]. These devices are quickly becoming an important part of

our lives, accompanying us everywhere from home and work,

to movies, bars and bus stops.

Location-based services such as finding cafés in foreign

cities or locating nearby train stations are appearing [2], [3],

as are systems for annotating the physical environment with

virtual “post-it notes” [4]–[6]. Typically these require either

server infrastructure deployed by providers into the physical

environment, or mobile connectivity to the Internet available

through expensive contracts.

With the technological convergence of devices, a plethora

of features are now offered in the latest mobile phones includ-

ing cameras, high capacity storage cards, keyboards, large

screens and wireless capabilities like WiFi and Bluetooth which

can be used for ad hoc connections to nearby devices with-

out the cost of a service provider. Furthermore, technologies

such as GPS and PlaceLab [7] are becoming more pervasive,

allowing ever finer detection of a mobile user’s position.

This paper introduces AD LOC, a platform that enables

users to tie persistent virtual notes to physical locations with-

out the need for embedded infrastructure in the environment

or access to the Internet. We outline a usage scenario in sec-

tion 1.1 and detail the model in sections 2 and 3. In section

4 we construct an Internet object cache upon the basic design

allowing users to save on mobile Internet costs by first prob-

ing AD LOC for content. Section 5 contains our evaluation of

the system and highlights its advantages and disadvantages.

We conclude with related work in section 6 and future work

in section 7.

1.1 Motivating Scenario
Imagine visiting a cinema and trying to decide which movie

to see. You could use your mobile device to download the

trailers and reviews of the films that are currently showing,

but it’s expensive to do so. Instead you first query AD LOC to

see if anybody has published copies at the cinema’s location.

Unfortunately nobody has yet downloaded the trailer you’re

interested in. However you did find some reviews that peo-

ple have published and it comes highly recommended. Your

interest further piqued, you download the trailer of the movie

from the internet and publish it as an AD LOC note for the

benefit of future movie-goers. Based on the reviews and the

trailer you decide to watch the movie, afterwards you vote for

the AD LOC reviews that were the most helpful to you and

add your own. As you leave the cinema, the notes you have

published remain, cached on the devices of patrons arriving

for the next session and other devices in the vicinity.

B

A

(a) A publishes notes which are

cached on bystander B.

B

C

A

(b) A leaves. C arrives and re-

trieves all notes at this location.

Figure 1: AD LOC devices cooperatively publishing, caching

and retrieving notes at a physical location.

Figure 1(a) shows user A downloading a movie trailer and

publishing it along with her opinion of the movie in the foyer

of her local cinema. Another user B is participating in the

system and caches copies of the notes. When A leaves and

user C arrives in figure 1(b), he is able to retrieve the notes

from B.
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2 AD LOC

AD LOC is an infrastructure-free, localised, persistent and

asynchronous platform for collaboratively annotating the phys-

ical environment with “notes”.

• Localised: notes are specific to physical locations.

• Persistent: notes remain in the environment.

• Asynchronous: notes are published and retrieved with-

out requiring the concurrent presence of both publish-

ers and consumers.

• Collaborative: anyone can publish or read any notes.

• Infrastructure-free: no servers or Internet connections.

AD LOC does not rely on any systems or services specifi-

cally installed at locations where users would like to publish

notes. Not all devices are expected to have access to the Inter-

net, so we cannot make use of Internet-based servers to store

the notes. Besides, storing the content on servers embedded

either in the environment or on the Internet may make them

susceptible to legal censorship or administrative bias. Instead,

all notes stored in the AD LOC system are stored on the con-

stituent mobile devices.

As users with mobile devices pass through locations, they

automatically accrete notes that have been published there,

and make them available to other users that wish to find and

read them. As users leave, their cached notes can be trans-

ferred to other devices remaining at the location. AD LOC

acts as a platform for storing and retrieving data over an in-

herently very unreliable and dynamic substrate.

Each device is assumed to have the following necessary

components: some form of localised, wireless communica-

tion technology such as Bluetooth or WiFi; a persistent stor-

age cache of some size; and some way of sensing its location,

be this GPS, PlaceLab [7], or any other means. We place no

restrictions on how location is determined, just that it must be

possible to convert it into global latitude and longitude coor-

dinates.

2.1 Publishing
A note is the unit of annotation in the AD LOC system. It is

composed of an identifier, a timestamp, a location described

by an “area of relevance” or AOR (see section 2.3), a descrip-

tive subject, and a MIME data component :

< id, timestamp, AOR, subject, data >

A note’s ID is constructed by creating a digest of the en-

tire subject and data segments. Notes are conceptually stored

at the user’s location at the time of publication where they

persist for others to view, even after the publisher has left

the area. A note is physically distributed to other AD LOC

devices by caching them according to the cache replication

policy (see section 3).

2.2 Querying
A query is made by requesting notes matching a given tem-

plate. The template can be empty, for a general location
query, or specify certain constraints regarding the notes to

be returned. For example, a timestamp can be given to en-

sure only recently published notes are returned, or a particular

subject field can be required.

If a query can potentially be resolved locally the device first

examines its own cache. If no match is found, or the template

is empty, the query is broadcast to all AD LOC devices within

range. Each checks its cache and broadcasts a reply if matches

are found.

Notes are considered matches if and only if they match the

template and are relevant to the location of the query device

or replying device. By including notes that are relevant to the

location of the replying device, the system ensures that notes

can be propagated to all devices that may have an interest in

them. Section 2.3 details this mechanism.

The list of notes resulting from a query can be displayed to

the user according to some ranking function (see section 7).

If only a single note matches a query, it can be automatically

displayed to the user.

2.3 Area of Relevance
Notes are relevant to specific locations. However some

notes are relevant to very small locations, such as a storefront,

while others are relevant to much larger areas, e.g., an entire

football ground. Each note is thus associated with an area of
relevance (AOR) defining this region.

The AOR of a note is not fixed. It begins small when a

note is first published and can grow if more distant users also

find the note to be relevant. In this way, the AOR of a note

is able to approximate the size and position of the concep-

tual location originally intended by the publisher. The act of

querying for a specific note or selecting and reading a note

resulting from a general location query implicitly indicates it

to be relevant to the user’s current location, and hence grows

the AOR.

The AOR is used to aid caching policies (see section 3)

and when responding to queries from other devices. A reply

to a location query includes all notes that match the given

template and that have an AOR including themselves or the

query device.

A

B

C

D

Figure 2: An area of relevance growing from AB to CD.
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A note’s area of relevance is modeled by two coordinates

that bisect a circle containing all points where users have in-

dicated the note to be relevant. When a new note is published,

its AOR is initially centered at the publisher with a small, ar-

bitrary radius. When another device outside the area receives

the note and marks it relevant, the area is increased to mini-

mally include both the original area and the new point. This

results in an area which always encompasses all points that

have ever been a part of it. Figure 2 shows an area described

by points A and B being increased to encompass a new point

D (and henceforth being described by points C and D).

Since notes are cached on many devices, it is possible for

some caches to retain stale AORs. We remedy this by stating

that an AOR can never shrink in size. Any device that learns

of a conflicting AOR for a note in its cache simply selects the

largest as the “true” value.

3 NOTE CACHING

The aim of AD LOC is to tie virtual notes to physical loca-

tions by physically caching them on mobile devices that are

continually passing through. Since such a storage medium is

so volatile, a good caching policy is of paramount importance

for note availability.

3.1 Device Density
Clearly, in some situations it is impossible for AD LOC to

guarantee note availability. For example, if all mobile devices

move away from a location, there is no way for previously

published AD LOC content to be available to devices that sub-

sequently arrive. Similarly, if users sometimes refuse to cache

notes or respond to queries, availability will suffer.

However, by assuming a uniform distribution of coopera-

tive mobile users in a square area, it is possible to calculate the

average number of users required for connected networks of

various degrees. This in turn allows an estimate of the num-

ber of participants needed for AD LOC to effectively store

notes (since all caching is achieved by broadcasting notes to

neighbouring devices). It is worth noting that users in real

scenarios are unlikely to be uniformly distributed; rather they

would be expected to congregate in more popular locations. A

uniform distribution does however provide an important min-

imum estimate for the number of necessary users. We adapt

our equation from [8]:

n =
−3dl4

(12π − 16 − 4π
√

3)r4 + 8lr3 − 3πl2r2
(1)

where n is the number of necessary users, r is the broadcast

radius, l is the side length of the square area, and d is the av-

erage number of neighbours desired for each user. Our evalu-

ation in section 5 uses square areas 500 metres on a side and

assumes a broadcast radius of 82m. With these parameters, at

least 14 users are required for each to have an average of one

neighbour, and 28 for an average of two neighbours. Thus,

we can expect AD LOC to perform poorly with less than 14

users in our experiments, since notes will not often have an

opportunity to be replicated before devices move away from

locations. With at least 28 users however, AD LOC should

exhibit good storage properties, leading to few lost notes.

3.2 Cache Replication Policy
In general, the goal of the cache replication policy is to

maximize the availability of notes and minimis the number

of messages between devices. In the basic caching policy,

which underlies all other policies, all messages between de-

vices (including responses to queries) are broadcast such that

any device overhearing the transmission of a note can cache

it, even if it is not specifically intended to be a part of the ex-

change. Beyond this, there are two main decisions to make:

when to broadcast notes, and which notes to broadcast. We

identify several possible policies below.

3.2.1 Publish

The publish caching policy immediately publishes any new

note via broadcast when it is generated, for caching on neigh-

bouring devices. The advantage is that the note is highly repli-

cated at the location very quickly.

3.2.2 Periodic

In the periodic policy, each device periodically broadcasts

some or all of their notes for caching by other devices. The

subset to be broadcast is determined by the time at which they

were cached; notes that have been recently received are less

likely to be broadcast because they are likely to have also been

recently overheard by neighbours. For locations with low user

turnover, periodic broadcasting results in many unnecessary

transmissions, and for high turnover the period must be fre-

quent enough to ensure notes are not lost.

3.2.3 Location-aware Periodic

The location-aware periodic caching policy periodically broad-

casts the subset of its cached notes which are relevant to the

area within its broadcast radius. Any note that has an area of

relevance that is at least partially within the broadcast radius

of the device is selected to be sent. As with the periodic pol-

icy, the set of notes is pruned such that more recently received

notes are not broadcast.

3.2.4 All

This caching policy combines both the publish and the location-

aware periodic caching policies (as well as the default basic

caching policy). The device will broadcast a note upon publi-

cation and also periodically broadcast location-relevant notes

for caching.

4 THE AD LOC INTERNET CACHE

Section 2 described the basic AD LOC platform. As it

stands, the system can be used to store personal opinions,
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reviews and points of interest in the environment and make

them available to others. In this section, we present an ex-

tension that enables AD LOC to also function as an Internet

object cache, saving users the cost of downloading content

over expensive mobile Internet connections.

For some locations, there will be relevant material available

on the Internet, e.g., trailers for movies are useful for people

at cinemas selecting which movie to see. To use AD LOC

as an Internet object cache, a user can simply download the

object over their mobile Internet connection (if they have one)

and republish it as a note for others to find (who either don’t

have an Internet connection or would prefer not to use it).

The only difference between an Internet object and any

other note is that the same object can be published separately

by many users. It is preferable to treat them as replicas of one

another rather than distinct notes in order to save on storage

and broadcast costs. This is trivially achieved by using the

URL of the object as the subject of the note, which results in

all notes published for a particular Internet object having the

same identifier regardless of which devices publish it. Once

notes have been published with the same identifiers, they are

assumed to be replicas and will not be cached more than once

on any particular device.

To use the Internet object cache, a user performs a query

with the URL of the object they are trying to find as the sub-

ject. If the object has already been published in AD LOC it

will be returned to them. Otherwise, they will need to down-

load it themselves and publish it for others.

5 EVALUATION

We evaluated the behaviour of AD LOC according to two

different scenarios by varying the number of users and mea-

suring the availability of published notes, and the amount of

traffic introduced by caching and requests. All experiments

had a similar basic configuration. We constructed an OM-

NeT++ simulation using the Mobility Framework to simulate

users with WiFi-enabled mobile devices roaming a square

area of 500x500 metres. Each user had a broadcast range

of 82 metres using a path loss alpha of 2.5, and followed a

random way–point model of movement with a speed of 1m/s

and no pause time. The first scenario (A) simulated several

city blocks, with 400 small locations of radius 10m randomly

placed to represent points of interest throughout the city. The

second scenario (B) comprised 4 large locations of radius

100m, to represent 4 large points of interest. In each scenario

the area covered by the locations was approximately half of

the total network area. A user would expect to be in one or

more of these locations on average half of the time. All peri-

odic cache replication policies employ a 20s period. To avoid

a broadcast storm these periods are randomly offset. Notes

are not rebroadcast until at least 100s after they are received.

Each simulation ran for 3,000 simulated seconds, the re-

sults of the first 1,000 seconds lead in time were not included

in the results in order to let them stabilise. All results pre-

sented here are the average of 10 runs for each experiment,

and the error bars represent a 90% confidence interval.

Each device in the simulation flushed its entire note cache

based on a normal distribution centred at 500 seconds with

a standard deviation of 100 seconds. On average a device

erased its cache 6 times in each simulation run. This was done

to simulate a turbulent environment, where users either leave

the network entirely or choose to flush their device’s cache.

If a device were to never flush its cache it would eventually

cache all available notes published in AD LOC (dependent

upon its mobility).

We investigated both the effectiveness of AD LOC for pub-

lishing and storing content created by users in situ and its abil-

ity to cache Internet objects for limiting the use of Internet

connections. In these experiments the essential difference be-

tween Internet objects and user-created content notes is that

user-created notes are unique, and therefore must be discov-

ered whereas Internet objects can be specifically requested by

URL.

5.1 Metrics
The availability of notes that have been published at a lo-

cation is of primary importance in AD LOC. In these experi-

ments we calculated availability by keeping track of the notes

that had been published at each location, and comparing this

to what was obtainable by a user when they performed queries

(either already in their cache or returned by other users). We

call this ratio the Recall metric. It is a value between 0 and 1

derived from equation 2.

Recall =
Relevant Notes Found on Query

Total Published Relevant Notes
(2)

Since AD LOC relies on proactively caching content over

local devices, there is a potential overhead in terms of the

number of messages the average user must send and receive

compared to the ideal case of only querying Internet-based

servers or servers embedded in the environment. We cal-

culated this overhead by finding the Traffic Overhead Ratio

(TOR), which is the ratio between the number of messages a

user sends as part of AD LOC (including queries, replies, and

any other broadcast messages) and the number they would

need to send if using only a client/server architecture (i.e.,

only the number of queries issued) as shown in equation 3.

TOR =
Total Packets Sent

Total Queries Made
(3)

Ideally, AD LOC should exhibit a high recall and low TOR,

although we expect the TOR to increase as recall increases

(since AD LOC trades Internet queries for local queries and

caching). Recall should increase as the number of users in-

creases, since more content should be cached and be more

readily available. The TOR should also rise, since the aver-

age user will be required to cache notes and respond to queries

increasingly more often than they perform their own queries.

AD LOC can be used to cache Internet data. A key metric to

evaluate its performance in this respect is the ratio of queries

that can be fulfilled by AD LOC to the total number of queries
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made. We refer to this metric as the AD LOC Satisfied Internet

Queries (ASIQ) ratio (equation 4). There are two extremes to

this ratio: 1 means all queries are satisfied by AD LOC and

0 means that all queries had to be resolved by the devices’

Internet connections. This metric shows how well the system

is able to cache content and reduce Internet traffic. We expect

the ASIQ ratio to increase as more data is cached in AD LOC.

This will occur as more nodes participate in AD LOC and the

longer AD LOC operates.

ASIQ =
Queries Resolved By AD LOC

Total Queries
(4)

5.2 Content Note Availability
This experiment measured the general availability of con-

tent notes created by users of the AD LOC system.
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Figure 3: Recall of user-created notes in scenario A.
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Figure 4: Recall of user-created notes in scenario B.

Figures 3 and 4 show that regardless of which AD LOC

caching policy is chosen, greater than 50% recall can be ex-

pected from just 10 nodes, and just 25 are needed for 90% re-

call. This shows that AD LOC style broadcast based cache is

resilient to flux of the users in the network and that its reliabil-

ity increases with the number of participants. The smoother

curve under scenario A is an indirect effect of the smaller lo-

cation areas.

The traffic overhead graphs 5 and 6 show that the TOR in-

creases linearly with the number of devices in the network.

This increase is due to the increased number of replies a de-

vice must make as the density of its one-hop neighbourhood

increases. These graphs show that there are two distinct bands

of results. While protocols using a publish–on–creation caching

policy (All and Publish) are better able to recall published

content, they incur a traffic overhead penalty to do so.
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Figure 5: TOR for user-created notes in scenario A.
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Figure 6: TOR for user-created notes in scenario B.

5.3 Internet Cache
The Internet cache feature of AD LOC (section 4) allows

Internet objects to be stored at relevant locations in order to

reduce users’ mobile Internet costs. This experiment deter-

mined the degree to which Internet traffic was replaced by

local AD LOC traffic as the number of users increased. We

omitted the recall metric for this experiment as it was very

similar to the results of the previous experiment.

To make the simulation tractable we modeled the Internet

in the following way. Each location in each scenario had a list

of data items that could be queried by a user. These data items

were assumed to be the sum total of data items on the Internet

relevant to the particular location. The user chose an item

from this list based on a probability derived from a Zipfian
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distribution [9]. The total number of Internet data items was

kept constant in each scenario. In scenario A there were a

Poisson average of 20 data items in each of the 400 locations,

while in scenario B there were a Poisson average of 2,000 data

items in each of the 4 locations. This allowed a variation in

the number of data items in different locations and assumed

that bigger locations would have more relevant data items.
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Figure 7: Internet caching in scenario A.
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Figure 8: Internet caching in scenario B.

Figures 7 and 8 show that as the number of nodes in the

network increases, the fraction of queries that can be satis-

fied wholly within the AD LOC system also increases. This

is a direct consequence of the fact that as the number of users

grows, the number of requests for Internet objects grows, and

more objects are cached. Scenario A had a low variance be-

cause each location had only approximately 20 Internet ob-

jects associated with it, such that it would not take long for

all of these to be requested and cached for future users. This

would lead to almost all queries in a location being resolved

by AD LOC after an initial phase of requests. In scenario B

however, there were around 2,000 objects for each location.

Many of these would be requested only once and there would

be many cache misses. However, as a result of the Zipfian dis-

tribution of requests, a few objects would be requested very

often, resulting in many cache hits. The combination of these

effects produced a very high variance, though on average the

Internet cache was able to resolve around half of the Internet

object queries in scenario B.

The ability of AD LOC to recall Internet data is similar to

its ability to recall user-created notes. However, it incurs less
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Figure 9: TOR for Internet objects in scenario A.
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Figure 10: TOR for Internet objects in scenario B.

of a traffic overhead penalty. This is shown in figures 9 and

10. The reason for the lower overhead is the non-uniqueness

of Internet data and the use of a Zipf distribution to model the

probabilities of querying certain pieces of Internet data. This

means that a device is more likely to get a cache hit for the

data it is seeking than in the user scenario.

As AD LOC is essentially a loosely associated opportunis-

tic network architecture, we see that even as we add more

nodes to the network we never reach full recall or ASIQ. Still,

AD LOC provides essentially free access to serendipitously

available content with reasonably low network overhead.

6 RELATED WORK

There is increasing interest in location-based services [10]

and a critical mass of users with powerful and capable mobile

devices [1]. There have been many systems that allow users of

mobile devices to annotate the physical environment using the

“post-it note” metaphor. One of the initial systems was Stick-

e notes [4], but similar ideas have existed since the dawn of

ubiquitous computing with devices such as the ParcTab [11]

and Chameleon [12].

Stick-e notes present the notion of using context to trig-

ger events. Note authors attach a contextual “trigger” (often

including a location) to a note that describes under which cir-

cumstances it shall be displayed to the user. More recently,

this concept has been extended to aid collaboration on city

and worldwide scales [5], [6], [13] with public annotation of

large tracts of physical space.

Other systems have taken a more introverted approach, us-
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ing location-based services only to aid individual users. Web-

enhanced GPS [3] uses GPS to find a user’s location, maps

this via a database to a street address, then uses this as a search

term to find relevant web pages. AURA [14] enables users to

scan physical objects such as books or DVDs with their mo-

bile devices to retrieve detailed information or commentary

regarding these artifacts via the web.

Two recent studies [15], [16] found that location-based ser-

vices accessed by mobile devices would be well-received by

users in general. They identified the importance of location in

informal social activity and the importance of available topi-

cal, dynamic content. They also found that people liked and

were willing to contribute additional content of their own. AD

LOC’s ability to cache location-relevant web information and

publish personal content fits this profile well. The E–graffiti

[17] and CampusAware [2] projects found that many people

enjoyed the social aspect of a collaborative location annota-

tion system and contributed an unexpectedly high number of

notes of advice or opinion specific to their locations.

Key to our system is the ability for devices to accurately

determine their location. There are several possible ways of

achieving this on mobile devices. GPS is now a very mature

technology that has overcome many of its early limitations.

Assisted GPS, for instance, works well both outdoors and in-

doors, where additional beacons have been installed to mimic

satellite signals. Other nascent technologies such as Place-

Lab [7] map WiFi signals to geographic locations and enable

devices to triangulate their position with relatively high ac-

curacy. For metropolitan environments where these sorts of

technology are infeasible or not deployed, mobile phone tow-

ers offer some coarse-grained positioning capabilities. For

example, the Place-Its project [18] used this approach to im-

plement location-based reminders on mobile phones. They

found the technique to be adequate for detecting arrival at a

location, though less useful for detecting departure.

The main difference between our system and other similar

systems is the storage medium. Most collaborative note sys-

tems thus far have focused on usability or the context- and

location-aware aspects, and simply relegated the storage to

servers. In contrast, AD LOC focuses specifically on an alter-

native storage approach that requires no such infrastructure to

be deployed.

There are similarities in fields such as sensor networks.

The family of SPIN [19] protocols diffuse information from

sources to interested nodes by first forwarding metadata. Other

nodes examine this metadata and request the actual data if de-

sired. This is conceptually similar to the way notes are cached

by users around a location. However, SPIN is intended to

disseminate information throughout a sensor network to sen-

sors where it is needed without the high overhead of flooding,

and is not designed for location-based services. Bayou [20]

permits high degrees of replication to make data available to

mobile devices even after they have disconnected from pri-

mary servers and other clients. This data can be modified and

reintegrated over time to a convergent state by sharing copies

with other clients. Unlike AD LOC however, Bayou does not

incorporate a notion of physical location.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The experiments we have conducted show that a critical

mass of users is necessary for AD LOC to function in a useful

manner. It is encouraging to see that this number is surpris-

ingly small. However, the simulation models conducted were

only in unobstructed free space. In a real world scenario the

penetration of WiFi may be much lower than 82m. This is

both a blessing and a curse. With a lower broadcast radius,

there is less interference and more users can be supported.

However, more users will be needed in order to reach critical

mass. The mobility and note publication/query models em-

ployed were also simplified. Future work could investigate

more realistic models based on real mobility traces.

A possible criticism of AD LOC is that without environ-

mental infrastructure or Internet-based servers to store notes,

the reliance on transient devices will result in much published

content being permanently lost when users leave a location.

However, in many cases users are likely to repeatedly return

to the same locations, e.g. workplaces or lunch spots. If their

caches are not erased immediately upon leaving a location,

much of the content will return with them the next day as

they follow their ordinary routine. Indeed, location annota-

tion systems have found users to often access the system from

the same small subset of locations [17].

Another possible cache replication policy not discussed ear-

lier is cache-on-departure. When a user is aware they are

leaving the AOR of one or more of the notes in their cache,

they can broadcast them for caching on other devices. The

advantage of this approach is that notes that are not cached

elsewhere at a location can be replicated before they are per-

manently lost, without the need for additional queries. How-

ever, mobile users may potentially move through many areas

of relevance in a short period, triggering excessive broadcasts

and there are subtle problems with determining when a user

is departing an area.

The cache replication policy tries to widely cache as many

notes as possible, but real caches are of limited capacity. A

cache replacement policy decides which notes to eject when

the cache becomes full. For this paper, we assumed caches

were large enough never to require replacement, but in prac-

tice the policy could use the age of the note, the distance from

its area of relevance, and the likelihood of the user returning

to the location in future. Clearly the willingness of a node to

participate is also important.

AD LOC cannot absolutely guarantee a note will be per-

sisted for others to find, due to the inherently unreliable stor-

age medium. Locations that need stronger guarantees could

deploy a proxy server that acted like any other AD LOC de-

vice. The system’s main strength is that such proxies are not

required, though they can augment it if desired.

We have alluded to a ranking function for presenting match-

ing notes to users after a general location query. One possible

way of doing this would be to have a voting system allowing

AD LOC users to vote for notes they find, affecting their rank

in the results of others’ location queries. This would add an

extra participatory component that could be combined with
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other aspects, such as the age of notes, to make the system

more manageable for users in locations with a high number

of users and notes.

The area of relevance technique will not work well for lo-

cations that are not approximately circular, as the area will

need to encompass more and more irrelevant space to con-

tain its extents. In the case of a river for example, the area

of relevance would likely encompass vastly more area than

it should. This is a known drawback of our approach, but to

more closely model the actual area would require more data

to be stored for each note, and we feel this is a good compro-

mise.

There are some interesting properties of the AD LOC stor-

age mechanism that would not occur with server-based ap-

proaches. For example, notes cannot be added to locations

without physically being there which could present a prob-

lem if trying to seed the system with information. Also, notes

will vanish from an area once everybody has left but may re-

turn the next day, for example, when people return with their

caches intact. Curiously, it would even be possible for the

same locations to harbour radically different sets of notes over

the course of the day depending upon their changing social

functions.
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